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Great! We’re Back at St Albans! 

 
After however long a gap, it was great to be able to get to a running session at Altrincham and so good to 
see so many familiar faces and talk to friends. After what was probably a scramble, Roy and Mavis were 
there, doing sterling service with coffee and tea and pasties and at least one devotee acknowledged that he 
hadn’t eaten so well in eighteen months. Unfortunately the baker is no longer making pies, so it’s pasties 
only now. It was an encouraging turnout, given that there will be some members who are still a bit 
apprehensive about going to public meetings.  
 
Sandra was there with the Playmobil track and pirate ships. It was a pity that no youngsters were there to 
appreciate her efforts. Maybe next time? Dave Denton had his welcome smile and an array of goodies to 
tempt purses that had had an easy time of it for the last year or two. Above all, there were trains to be seen 
running round, once the gremlins that had set up camp in the inner circuit had been sent on their way. 

 

      
 
           Richard welcomes  us back                                                  Back to normal? 

 

  



That’s the way to have a committee meeting! 
 
With many matters to discuss, John Hulse had this excellent idea of holding an outdoor meeting of the 
NWAG committee in his garden so that once business was concluded we could run some trains. Great! 
Except that weather and road works led to several postponements. But eventually one warm sunny Monday 
afternoon we were able to gather together.  Ah yes, It was a real pleasure when the meeting was over to be 
able to watch trains run round John’s excellent railway. There is always a wealth of detail to be seen and a 
particular delight was the sun glinting on the real water running through the mill race. 
 
As to the business: 
 
Our finances are in good shape but will depend on the numbers coming through the door at Altrincham. They 
would also benefit from a more helpful local Bank. 
 
Due to circumstances, progress on the group layout has been slow but it is hoped that it will be ready for 
exhibition in the New Year, when it could do with a few more helpers. 
 
The matter of Open Days was discussed and it was noted that these were already falling off, before 
Lockdown. It is to be hoped that there will be a resurgence of interest once things get back to normal. To go 
alongside this I have put forward a suggestion for facilitating smaller, informal meets. (see below) 
 
And then a chance to enjoy the afternoon. 
 

           
 
 

            
 
Many thanks to John and Kathy for their hospitality. 

 
 



The New layout. Richard Waller writes: 

 
Building the layout has recommenced seriously after a long hiatus due to covid. Here are some photos of 
Peter Ainley and Derek Chapman hard at work finishing off one of the baseboards ready for the final track 
laying to start. The one of Derek is not particularly good, He wouldn't hold still! 
 
Me? Well apart from photographing the workers, I have spent the first two mornings of the new work session 
clearing up, to reduce the absolute clutter of bits dropped everywhere, sawdust, etc. left by the enforced 
abandonment of the project a year last March. Hopefully this will make it easier for us all to work. 

 

  
 
Later: 
 
It is likely that the project will not be completed until early next year. Then it is hoped to get it out to 
exhibitions. We will need not only personnel to run  it but also to be there at set up and knock down, when 
the real work has to be done. If you fancy joining the exhibition team please let Richard know. 
 

The New Exhibition Layout  by Derek Chapman 
 
Since I last gave an update on the new exhibition layout there have been some changes in the way it is 
being constructed. The original intention was to have the back boards as a two level structure with the inner 
tracks on the curves at either end falling to form the lower level and the outer track rising to form the upper 
level. Testing of running trains on this formation proved a bit problematic and the decision was made to have 
the circuit all on one level, but with the back boards still having an additional storage loop on both tracks, 
side by side rather than one on top of the other. This has obviously necessitated some extra work in building 
new curves to be on a constant level. Work on this is progressing well and by the time you read this it is 
anticipated that they will be ready for the track to be laid. This will be a major step forward in completing the 
layout. Other things completed are the relaying of the tracks on the two boards at either end of the station 
board, one with a double slip, and the wiring of all point motors to Massoth switch decoders. The 
accompanying photos show this new work. 
 
It is hoped that the layout will be completed in time for the exhibition season next year, Covid permitting, but 
in order to achieve that there is still a lot of finishing off work to be done and we are looking for volunteers to 
help, not only with the completion of the layout but also with manning it at exhibitions. Anyone interested in 
helping out with the layout should contact Phil Saint, Derek Chapman, or any other committee member. 
Contact details are available at the end of this newsletter. Any help, no matter how little, will be much 
appreciated. 



                                 
 

                                                                     The new corner boards 
 
 
 

                                 
 

                       Relaid end board with double slip                      Reworked back boards 
  



IMPROVEMENTS TO MY LAYOUT  PHIL SAINT 
 
As it was:                                                                               Showing the lack of overhang on the viaduct 

 

      
 
Now: 
 
The single track has given up  existing. A little up grade has gone. 
 
So here goes! From the station coming toward the house, the first curve has taken shape and now continues 
along the kitchen wall in ”double” track Pic 1. Then it runs round the decking and along the fence, entering 
the shed, hiding the tight curve. After that the old viaduct has had a concrete top put on, adding an extra 6” of 
width. Pic 2. At the other end it will enter the second shed and approach the station. There, where the 
dockside tank has gone, the wall behind will move back by about 3 ft.  
 
 

                
  
 

                



From Phil Vose:  
 
My friend John Brodie (G Scale member) has created this loco. 
 

 

                      
 
The loco body is a Stainz body, the motive power is a bogie set from a Bachman diesel. The chassis is thick 
plasticard with plasticard buffer beams. The trailing truck is from an old Bachman steam train. The tender is 
all plasticard, fitted to an old LGB coach bogie set. 
 
The battery, speed control and charging socket are all in the tender. The power lead from the tender has a 
plug that plugs in the back of the loco to power the motor. 
 
John has no idea what the box is in front of the Stainz body, he had some plasticard scraps so built a box. 
Something different made from John's bits box.  Marvellous! 
 

Phone a friend – or rather email? Tony Waring 
 
A suggestion which I have put to the Committee to consider is based on the premise that some if not most of 
our members with railways in their gardens invite friends round from time to time to join in their running 
sessions. It has occurred to me that this might be extended, to broaden the range of possible participants. It 
would be an extension of: ‘I’m running trains on Saturday, would you like to come along?’ 
 
How would it work? Hopefully, very informally. If you have a garden railway that fits and you are disposed to 
join in, you would let us know. We would then put out an email message to that effect, giving just your email 
address. Anyone interested could then contact you for further information and discourse. Then, if you were 
having a suitable session, you could contact members on your list of contacts and offer them an invitation to 
come. It would be up to the person with the garden railway to email members in this way. For security 
reasons I suggest that the contacts would be made via email, certainly in the first instance. 
 
The reason? 
 
It seems to me that the grand Open Days are almost a thing of the past, perhaps because with the NWAG 
group being so large they can draw in a lot of visitors and thus be a formidable task to put on. And we are… 
Perhaps some folk might like to replace these with smaller group sessions which would place rather less 



pressure on the ‘domestic back up team.’ There would also be the advantage that these smaller sessions 
would not have to be posted far ahead in time and would thus be less vulnerable to inclement weather. 
One further advantage would be for new members in the NWAG and beginners generally. Going to visit a 
garden railway can be an inspiration, but if you don’t know anyone there it can be hard in a big crowd to feel 
part of it and, more importantly, be able to ask questions of the owner. In smaller groups people do tend to do 
talk to each other more easily. 
 
The suggestion is not for this year, which is drawing to a close, obviously, but maybe next? What do you 
think? 
 
 

September on Andrew Jolley’s Carleton Junction 
 

   
 
 

                             
 

 
 
Open day at Richard Waller’s Hawk Valley Railroad. By Tony Waring 

 
Richard decided to test out his newly relaid track with an Open Day at relatively short notice. Perhaps 
because of the residual concerns of lockdown fewer members availed themselves of the opportunity. 
However, those of who did arrive had an excellent afternoon in the Wigan sunshine, watching a variety of 
stock negotiate the rockeries and borders.  
 
This is truly a garden railway with magnificent displays of flowers. We were told that it was not only the track 
that required attrition but how some of the shrubs had required serious trimming. Now, I seem to remember 
greenery which was there in the past but which has gone... 
 
Many thanks to Richard and Norma for a very pleasant afternoon. 
 
 
 
 



The last time we saw this bay tree it was massive! 
 

      
 
 

          
 

    



     
 

                         
                    
 
Finally: where there are trains there are the inevitable gremlins: 
 

         
 
            Now why does it keep doing that? (1)                             Now why does it keep doing that? (2) 
 
 



FOR SALE 

 
LGB 20670 - Track Cleaning Loco. Excellent condition. Analogue. All lights working and very recently 
replaced wheel cleaning discs. £250 or offer. Delivery or collection to be arranged. Can be seen on a video if 
required. Andrew Jolley - Tel; 01253 894992  

 
NWAG Diary 
 
(And doesn’t it feel good to have some entries to make!) 

 
16th October Altrincham. St Albans Hall WA14 5NX 
 
24th October  Storth Near Arnside. Village Hall. 10.00 onwards. G Scale with the facility to run live steam. 
Contact Tony Waring 01253-823035, or email anthony.waring55@btinternet.com  
 
20th November Altrincham. St Albans Hall. WA14 5NX 
 
18th December. Altrincham. The Christmas meet. St  Albans Hall WA14 5NX. 
 
14th May 2022 Llangollen Garden Railway Festival Saturday  Website www.lgrf.co.uk 
 

Contributions 
 
Once more, many thanks to those who have contributed to this edition. Please keep it coming, all of you!  
 
It is interesting to hear about conversions and scratch builds which you have made. It does encourage other 
members to try their hands. In the light of this, can I urge you to take photographs from the beginning of the 
project, even if it is hard in those early days of enthusiasm? 
 
In order to avoid duplication, please can you send your article either to the Journal or to the Newsletter and 
not to both? Please send items for the Newsletter to me via anthony.waring55@btinternet.com. It helps if 
photographs are sent separately from the text as jpg files; and for text to be in Word attachments or 
alternatively in the body of the email. 
 
Deadline for the next Newsletter is 28

th
 December. 

 
 

G-Scale Society  North West Area Group Committee Members 

  
Group Leader & Newsletter Editor:  Richard Waller nwageditor@gmail.com  
 
Secretary &  Membership Secretary:  John Hulse gsnw@hotmail.co.uk   
 
Treasurer:  Peter Ash 01625-529574 07971-024995 peterjohnash@gmail.com  
 
Webmaster:  Derek Chapman O161 702 8007 derekanddorothy@btinternet.com  
 
Exhibition Layout  Organiser:  Phil Saint p.saint100@ntlworld.com   
  
Committee Member:  Keith Tanner, 0161-973-4926 rennatgk@yahoo.com  
 
Committee Member & Newsletter Editor:  Tony Waring, anthony.waring55@btinternet.com  
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